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Ample payload space for mission

・What users need to do is to prepare a mission instrument
that has appropriate interface with the bus system.
- You can use a small camera or magnetic torquers.
- You can develop CubeSat much easier and faster than
ever before.

We are now developing a 1U-size CubeSat
kit, OPUSAT-KIT, that can be used by those
who do not have an experience of
developing satellites. Its design is based on
an actual satellite, OPUSAT, that performed
very well in space. Thus, we can provide a
reliable system for our users.
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1. Ample Space for Mission instruments

2. Open Source System Model

Overview of OPUSAT-KIT

Specification of OPUSAT-KIT

1. Capable of various kinds missions
2. Provides users with the chance to learn about CubeSat by 

actually making one
3. Offers a platform for developers

Requirements Diagram of
EPS subsystem

3. Platform for Developers

Platform for Developers
System block chart

Power Supply System

・ OPUSAT-KIT can supply two types of voltage 
(5V stabilized voltage or non- stabilized voltage (up to 4.1V)).

・ OPUSAT-KIT has 18 solar cells (GaAs, Triple Junction) and a Lithium ion battery (1880mAh).

Command and Data Handling System

・ OPUSAT-KIT has the satellite modes, called "user-mode”.
-You can select the modes: method of power-supply distribution and transmission.
-You can set user-mode only by writing parameters to the KIT's data recorder.

Communication System
・ OPUSAT-KIT uses not only AFSK (1200 bps) but also GFSK (9600 bps).
・ OPUSAT-KIT’s frequency band is  144MHz (uplink)，430MHz (downlink).

Project Members

OPUSAT-KIT is a collaborative project with Nissin Inc.

・OPUSAT-KIT with PC compatibility
- You can connect your laptop to check the system and to  

write your own parameters such as frequencies.

・No need for a ground station  during tests
- You can uplink commands from any laptop using the

debug board to conduct system integration tests.

Users can easily learn about the behavior
of the bus system of the satellite during
their use of the KIT. Furthermore, the KIT
includes a development support tools for
users. All users are welcome!

Printed Circuit Boards of
OPUSAT-KIT ・Design of OPUSAT-KIT is  accessible for users 

to understand the requirements, behaviors, 
and structures of the system.
- You can learn how the requirements and system 

architectures involving functional flow and system 
block diagrams of CubeSat were defined.
- You can see them with system models created  

by the Open Model-based Collaboration Platform 
“BALUS” running on the WEB. 


